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The UK government’s Digital Data Strategy 2017 recognises the data economy will be  integral to the UK’s growth and future

prosperity

Information Management Strategy



Regulatory Enablers

Ensure greater access to the timely and transparent data necessary for a competitive market

• Clarity on obligations to retain, report and disclose information and samples

• Obligations to improve information stewardship - Information Samples Plans and Coordinators

• A culture change in the way information is managed

• Benchmarking compliance



UK Digital Strategy

UK Digital Strategy – Published March 2017

Supporting the data economy

Our data economy will be integral to the

UK’s growth and future prosperity. Analysis

predicts that data will benefit the UK

economy by up to £241 billion between 2015

and 2020. We therefore must ensure

businesses and government are able to use

data in innovative and effective ways. This

includes creating a strong data

infrastructure, having a high level of

regulatory compliance, developing a data-

literate workforce, and increasing the

number of people with advanced data skills.



UK Industrial Strategy

UK Industrial Strategy - Published November 2017

Data

Our country has world-class data from the highest quality 

geospatial and climatic analysis to company 

information…

…“We are committed to making this data available to 

innovators and businesses throughout the UK to create 

products and services that will transform our economy 

and society.”



Grand Challenges

UK Industrial Strategy – Grand Challenges

Industrial Strategy identified 

4 ‘Grand Challenges’

One of which was to put the UK at 

the forefront of the artificial 

intelligence and data revolution 

From UK Industrial Strategy 2017

From Innovate UK Blog on GOV.UK website



2nd1st 3rd 4th

Oil Industry 4.0

First mechanisation Computerisation 

and Automation

Machine Learning

Data Analytics and AI
Manual interpretation of 

digital data

The nascent 4th emergent industrial revolution

Steam and water power
Mass production



The “Grand Data Challenge”

Powers and 
Regulations

NDR

Maximizing the 
value of data for 

the UK

North Sea ‘Grand Data Challenges’

• increasing transparency and 

quality (completeness)

• optimising data for use

• encouraging the development 

of new techniques, innovation 

and capabilities

• shaping the NDR of the future 

(NDR 2.0) 

• sustainability and cost AOI



National Data Repository

Rapidly growing use of data and significant future plans

A first for the UK

Data

Launch 

Q1 2019

OGA led, backed by industry

New regulations for reporting,

Retention and disclosure

Massive value from timely, transparent data

Unlocking opportunities

Collaboration Technology AI & machine learning unities

Improved knowledge

Data cleansed and owned

Frontier basins research 

with academia

53M 700% 55k+
usersSpatial server

requests
growth in server requests

since OGA established

Map it Download itView it Share itChart it



UK NDR – More Open Data

The UK’s first NATIONAL Data Repository - new national digital infrastructure

• Launch Q1 2019

• Funded by the OGA levy 

• All data owners (Operators) able to load data

• Data Types

– Wellbore headers and data

– Seismic headers and data

– Pipeline summary information

– Infrastructure (Platforms, Hubs, Terminals) summery information

– Petroleum licence data

• Continues the ‘collaborative model’ created by CDA

• Disclosed data accessible to the public (free)

• OGA data reuse licence

• Increased focus on compliance, machine readable content and quality



UK NDR

Success Story – UKOilandGasDataData – data downloads and uploads increasing



Industry

• Transparent & 

timely access

• Collaboration

• Data exchange 

and trade

• Streamlined 

publication

• Relief from 

obligations to 

retain

• Cost reduction

• Develop 

technology & 

services

Government

• Efficiency e.g. BEIS, MOD

• Supports the digital agenda

UK NDR

• Licence

• Wellbore

• Geophysics

• Field / reservoir

• Infrastructure

• Pipelines

• Samples

OGA

• Sustainable curation

• Maximising data for MER

• Compliance Monitoring

• Create conditions for analysis

• Decision support

• Analysis & Insight

• Publications

Academia

• Research

• Technology

• Analysis

• OGA: 10- 20 

billion BOE 

estimated 

recoverable 

reserves

• UK 

Government

: 140 billion 

additional 

gross value
• BGS

• Energy Portal

• Data Centre
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Key Messages

OGA is supporting industry through existing and new regulations

Data is increasingly driving E&A activity on the UKCS

Big data & analytics must be used to pick up the pace of activity

The UK National Data Repository – new national digital 

infrastructure capability

We must work together to solve the grand data challenge



14 Maximising Economic Recovery (MER) using GIS


